
chart
1. [tʃɑ:t] n

1. 1) морская карта
Admiralty chart - морская карта
Marine Survey chart - (военно-)морская карта
chart equipment - комплект карт

2) карта
aviation chart - аэронавигационная /полётная/ карта
comprehensive [weather, wall, star] chart - подробная [синоптическая, настенная, звёздная] карта
target chart - воен. карта с целеуказаниями
chart paper - картографическаябумага
chart reference - ссылка на карту

2. 1) диаграмма, схема; таблица; план, график; номограмма
approach chart - план подходов к гавани /к порту/
calculating /calculation/ chart - вычислительная диаграмма, номограмма
colour chart - полигр. таблицацветов; цветной тест
temperature chart - мед. температурныйлисток
chart of the patient - история болезни, скорбный лист

2) кино, фото тест-таблица, испытательнаятаблица
3. (the charts) pl «таблицы», списки наиболее популярных пластинок, книг и т. п. ; список шлягеров, бестселлеров

to be on the charts - пользоваться успехом у публики, быть популярным
4. арх. хартия, грамота; документ

2. [tʃɑ:t] v

1. наносить на карту; картировать
2. чертить, составлять карту
3. составлять таблицу, диаграмму, схему, график, план
4. намечать (план действий и т. п. ); планировать

Apresyan (En-Ru)

chart
chart AW [chart charts charted charting] noun, verbBrE [tʃɑ t] NAmE [tʃɑ rt]

noun
1. countable a page or sheet of information in the form of diagrams, lists of figures, etc

• a weather chart
• a sales chart (= showing the level of a company's sales)

see also ↑bar chart, ↑flow chart, ↑pie chart

2. countable a detailed map of the sea
• a naval chart

3. the charts plural (especially BrE) a list, produced each week, of the songs or albums that have sold the most copies or been
downloaded the most

• The album went straight into the charts at number 1.
• to top the charts (= to be the song or album that has sold more copies than all the others)
• a chart hit

 
Word Origin:
late 16th cent.: from French charte, from Latin charta ‘paper , papyrus leaf’ from Greek khartēs.
 
Thesaurus:
chart noun C
• A chart showed sales figures for the year.
pie chart • • bar chart • • flow chart • • flow diagram • • graph • • table • • diagram • |written figure •
in a chart/pie chart/fbar chart/flow chart/flow diagram/graph/table/diagram/figure
on a chart/graph/diagram
draw a chart/pie chart/bar chart/flow chart/flow diagram/graph/diagram

 
Language Bank:
illustrate
Referring to a chart, graph or table
▪ This bar chart illustrates ▪ how many journeys people made on public transport overa three-month period.
▪ This table compares ▪ bus, train, and taxi use between April and June.
▪ The results are shown ▪ in the chart below.
▪ In this pie chart, the survey results are broken down ▪ by age.
▪ This pie chart breaks down ▪ the survey results by age.
As can be seen from ▪ these results, younger people use buses more than older people.
According to ▪ these figures, bus travel accounts for 60% of public transport use.
From ▪ the data in the abovegraph, it is apparent that ▪ buses are the most widely used form of public transport.

Language Banks at ↑evidence, ↑fall, ↑increase, ↑proportion, ↑surprising

 
Example Bank:
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• His latest single hit the charts last week.
• Is that song still in the charts?
• The islands were not marked on their chart.
• The percentage of graduates is shown on the chart.
• The song topped the charts for three weeks.
• The wealth to be found in this town is off the charts.
• Their single went straight into the charts at number one.
• a bar chart showing how sales have increased
• the information given in the chart
• A chart on the wall showed sales figures for the previous year.
• Profits have fallen below 5% (see chart).
• The Greek astronomer Hipparcos drew the first accurate star chart.
• The maritime museum contains charts dating back to the 15th century.
• The results are set out in the chart.
• There are no charts available for this part of the ocean.
• There was a full length wall chart abovehis desk.

Idiom: ↑off the charts

 
verb
1. ~ sth to record or follow the progress or developmentof sb/sth

• The exhibition charts the history of the palace.
• His job was to chart the progress of the spacecraft.

2. ~ sth to plan a course of action
• She had carefully charted her route to the top of her profession.

3. ~ sth to make a map of an area

Syn:↑map

• Cook charted the coast of New Zealand in 1768.
Verb forms:

 
Word Origin:
late 16th cent.: from French charte, from Latin charta ‘paper , papyrus leaf’ from Greek khartēs.
 
Example Bank:

• She received letters charting the progress of the child.
• The book charts the history of the airport.
• The exhibition charts the developmentof modern Irish painting.

 

chart
I. chart1 S3 W3 AC /tʃɑ t$ tʃɑ rt/ BrE AmE noun [countable]

[Date: 1500-1600; Language: French; Origin: charte, from Latin charta 'piece of papyrus, document', from Greek chartes]

1. information that is clearly arranged in the form of a simple picture, set of figures,↑graph etc, or a piece of paper with this

information on it SYN diagram :
a chart showing last year’s sales
a weather chart

the theatre’s seating chart ⇨↑bar chart, ↑flow chart, ↑pie chart

2. the charts the lists, which come out weekly, of the most popular records:
Her new single went straight to number one in the pop charts.
Brooks again topped the charts (=was the most popular).

chart hit/success /star etc
the Beatles’ first chart hit

3. a detailed map, especially of an area of the sea or the stars
• • •

COLLOCATIONS (for Meaning 2)
■types of charts

▪ the pop charts Their new single went straight to number 1 in the pop charts.
▪ the singles charts (=of CDs that have only one song on them) The song reached number 9 in the singles charts.
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▪ the album charts (=of CDs that have several songs on them) This put Marley into the album charts for the first time.
▪ the indie charts (=of music produced by small independent record companies) The song went straight to the top of the indie
charts.
■verbs

▪ be in the charts The song was in the charts for weeks.
▪ go into/enter the charts The album entered the UK charts at number 2.
▪ hit the charts (=enter the charts) The group eventually hit the charts.
▪ top the charts/be top of the charts ‘Without You’ topped the British charts for fiveweeks.
■chart + NOUN

▪ a chart hit (=a song or album in the charts) At last the band had got a chart hit.
▪ chart successIt looks like they are set for chart success.
■phrases

▪ number 1/5/15 etc in the charts In 1962 'LoveMe Do' reached only number 17 in the charts.
II. chart2 AC BrE AmE verb

1. [transitive] to record information about a situation or set of events overa period of time, in order to see how it changes or develops:
Scientists have been charting temperature changes in the oceans.

2. [transitive] to make a plan of what should be done to achieve a particular result:
Each team was responsible for making its own decisions and charting its own course.

3. [transitive] to make a map of an area of land, sea, or stars, or to draw lines on a map to show where you have travelled⇨
uncharted
4. [intransitive] if a record charts, it enters the weekly list of the most popular records:

Their next single didn’t chart.
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